[Man 1]: "I've been a police officer for 18 years." [Man 2]: "For 8 years." [Man 3]: "For 30 years." [Man 1]: "Justice Sue Myerscough gave families what they need." [Man 2]: "Protect their children." [Man 3]: "Protect their children from sexual predators." [Man 2]: "Justice Myerscough has made us a whole lot safer for my job." [Man 1]: "My job." [Man 3]: "And made my job easier." [Man 2]: "We need judges like Sue Myerscough." [Man 1]: "Sue Myerscough." [Man 3]: "Sue Myerscough on the Supreme Court." [Music playing]

[Man 1]: "I'm Dave Berrerger." [Man 2]: "Chris Grazer." [Man 3]: "Paul [unintelligible] and I'm a police officer." [PFB: NA/Candidate]